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Windows Server 2003 Security Infrastructures : Core Security Features (HP Technologies)Digital Press, 2004
Windows Server 2003 Security Infrastructures is a must for anyone that wants to know the nuts and bolts of Windows Server 2003 security and wants to leverage the operating system’s security infrastructure. The primary goal of this book is to provide insights into the security features and technologies of the Windows Server 2003...


		

Microsoft .NET: Jumpstart for Systems Administrators and DevelopersDigital Press, 2003
Microsoft .NET is born out of a personal search for the Holy Grail of  .NET for IT professionals. Unlike competing texts, it focuses on actual  implementation and management issues critical to the success of an enterprise.  Through Nigel Stanley’s active consulting practice, he has gathered essential  information for integrating...


		

Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 (HP Technologies)Digital Press, 2003
This text provides thorough coverage of implementation, migration and  management issues for Exchange 2000 and 2003, all backed up by best practices  developed by HP, Microsoft’s only world-wide Prime Integrator for Exchange.

The new edition features key updates based on practical experience of working  with Exchange 2000 since its...






		

Mission-Critical Microsoft Exchange 2003 : Designing and Building Reliable Exchange ServersDigital Press, 2003
Mission-Critical Microsoft Exchange 2003 provides a complete update of  Cochran’s Mission-Critical Microsoft Exchange 2000, and complements Tony  Redmond’s new book, the best-selling Microsoft Exchange Server 2003. This  book includes many of the same high-availability topics as the first edition but  also...


		

Leveraging WMI Scripting (HP Technologies)Digital Press, 2003
Leveraging Scripting is the second in a series of two books dedicated  to WMI. Understanding WMI, Lissoir’s first book, explained to Windows  Administrators the various WMI scripting techniques and manageability  capabilities of this new Windows Server 2003 platform. Illustrated with hundreds  of scripts and detailed...


		

Web Services : Theory and PracticeDigital Press, 2004
Web Services describes a pivotal application enabling technology that  takes reusable object technology to new heights and then marries it with the  Web. Web services impact everything to do with applications—including  applications that enterprises already own. However, there is a preponderance of  confusion and misunderstanding...





		

Computer Systems Performance Evaluation and PredictionDigital Press, 2002
Computer Systems Performance Evaluation and Prediction bridges the gap  from academic to professional analysis of computer performance.

This book makes analytic, simulation and instrumentation-based modeling and  performance evaluation of computer systems components understandable to a wide  audience of computer systems,...


		

Debugging by Thinking : A Multidisciplinary Approach (HP Technologies)Digital Press, 2003
Debugging by Thinking: A Multidisciplinary Approach uses the methods  of literary detectives such as Sherlock Holmes, the techniques of mathematical  problem solving, the results of research into the cognitive psychology of human  error, the root cause analyses of safety experts, the compiler analyses of  computer science, and the...


		

Oracle High Performance Tuning for 9i and 10gDigital Press, 2003
Master the three parts of tuning an Oracle database: data modeling, SQL code  tuning and physical database configuration.

A data model contains tables and relationships between tables. Tuning a data  model involves nNormalization and dDe-normalization. Different approaches are  required depending on the application, such as OLTP or a...






		

Linux and the Unix PhilosophyDigital Press, 2002
Unlike so many books that focus on how to use Linux, Linux and the Unix  Philosophy explores the “way of thinking that is Linux” and why Linux is a  superior implementation of this highly capable operating system.

This book is a revision and expansion of a computer science classic. Every  chapter has been thoroughly...


		

Call Center Operation: Design, Operation and MaintenanceDigital Press, 2003
Every customer-facing corporation has at least one call center. In the United  States, call centers handle a billion calls per year. Call Center  Operation gives you the complete coverage of the critical issues involved in  the design, implementation, organization, and management of a customer call  center. Sharp provides information on...


		

Data Networks: Routing, Seurity, and Performance OptimizationDigital Press, 2002
Data Networks builds on the foundation laid in Kenyon’s first book, High  Performance Data Network Design, with expanded coverage of routing, tuning,  and troubleshooting. Kenyon provides strategies for overcoming some of the most  challenging problems in network design and management. He provides clear,  specific solutions for...
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